Denver Rap Session
1995-12-03
1995-1203-001

Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, that is who you are. I am the one known as Jeshua ben
Joseph -- Jesus, you have called me -- and it is in great joy that I come to abide
with you this evening in your timing as you have chosen to call me forth. Great
joy and reunion, especially in this time of your holiness. Your holy days of
remembrance. Remembrance of the Christ Child.

1995-1203-002

So I understand that tonight is to be a rap session and we will be rapping.
Somewhat the same I suppose or perhaps different than the wrapping of the
gifts, the presents. Beloved one, what would you ask in this evening?

1995-1203-003

I think for a general question about our troops going into Bosnia?

1995-1203-004

Yes. Much of the holy Child remembering who he is, who she is. Many levels of
understanding and remembrance that are coming forth. There is much desire
within the heart of the brothers and sisters within what you see as this group in
this country to be of service to the brothers and sisters and truly they are, living
in another geographical area. To allow the ones who desire to live in peace to live
and abide within that peace and to allow the other ones to know that the conflict
that they feel are just the adventure, the drama and that they are only surface
deep.

1995-1203-005

Many in this country will be having to choose a to whether they believe this to
be a worthwhile endeavor. It will bring up in clarity, for everyone what the
priorities are, what the fears are. There will be families that will be asked to
allow a loved one to go to this area and to face the question of whether that one
will be returning to them.

1995-1203-006

There will be ones who will be asked to go to this area and they will have to
muster the courage to go. Other ones will believe in the heart that this is truly
their mission to do and they will be very encouraged to go. For each one, it will
bring up what is the next issue to be seen in clarity, to be safe and to see the
holiness of that issue.

1995-1203-007

For each one it will be a different issue with nuances and subtleties according to
that one's past history. Not just in this lifetime, but in what they see as previous
lifetimes, old fears, limited beliefs, limited image of themselves and of others that
will come to the surface to be looked upon and will give opportunity to be seen in
holiness or in fear.

1995-1203-008

For the ones who are living in this geographical area, they also are desiring to
know holiness. They have been going through the drama that has brought up for
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them the very issues that they have desired to look upon and to transcend, to
come through and to come above.
1995-1203-009

There have been many opportunities for them to look upon life and the life
process, the body, what it all means and the releasing of the attachment to the
form, to the body to the loved ones in a certain form of expression. To live in the
midst of chaos and conflict, even the vibrational level of the noise that can be
physically registered and to know the peace of the heart within.

1995-1203-010

There have been many who have found great strength within themselves as they
saw the chaos and the tumult around them. Ones that were laying down the body
to the right and to the left and yet knew the peace of the Father within. They
desired to come to that place of knowing, not just to have the faith, that the
priest, the father would say to them and to believe with faith but to have the
knowing that the strength within, the Spirit is what carries them through all of
the drama, all of the adventure. It has given them great opportunity to extend
Love to other brothers and sisters. Ones that they would not have crossed the
street to greet in other days and yet they find that their heart is open and they
are helping the brothers and sisters in their time of need.

1995-1203-012

There has been much of opportunity for seeing with holy vision what is going on.
And they have extended invitation not only to the brothers and sisters within this
grouping known as a country, but to all others living upon the face of our Holy
Mother, the Earth, to see, to evaluate, to come to a remembrance that goes
beyond just the activity of political conflict and to come to a place of love.

1995-1203-013

So it is not just the grouping here known as this country and the ones living in
this country who are being offered the invitation. It extends and is far reaching.

1995-1203-014

If you will receive it, it is far reaching even to what you would term the extra
terrestrial, the space brothers. For there is much of energy that is coming from
what you would see as beyond a certain level of the atmosphere of Holy Mother,
the Earth. There is much attention that is being paid to this area and much of
love and Light that is being offered.

1995-1203-015

It is not that the space brothers can alter, but it as you would sit with a friend
and the friend is going through a time of troubling, a time of decision making, a
time of opportunity, and you would sit with a friend and you would extend from
your heart the love and the light to that one to nurture and support that one in
her choice.

1995-1203-016

It is the same with the space brothers. They are offering their love and light in
support for this is a time of choice. The next six years in your timing are of
utmost importance. It is not to say that this had not been going on for indeed it
has been for all of this century. But there is an acceleration that is happening, a
clarity that is coming, and so you will see conflicts popping up all over and they
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may be viewed as tragedy or they may be viewed with holy vision and to look
beyond just the form at that time.
1995-1203-017

The one known as your leader of this grouping, this country, is one who is pure of
heart and sincere of heart who desires to do his part in extending peace and using
what worldly power he can muster to extend peace. He has found and will
continue to find that there are opposing interests. Many different opposing
interests, individual ones who are looking at a short range of what seems to be
self-interest. So there is much opposition for many reasons.

1995-1203-018

But this one has the courage to stand as a leader and to offer opportunity to the
brothers and sisters in this country to examine within their own heart what their
priorities are. What is important? What they would see come from this
opportunity.

1995-1203-019

So you will see ones lining up on one side and you will see other ones lining up on
another side. It is as it was in our day and time, for indeed there were the
legions, there were the self-interests, there were the simple ones who wanted to
live the, not simple as in lower intelligence, but the ones in simplicity who wanted
to live in harmony with our Holy Mother. Ones who were great of heart who
would take in the stranger and give nourishment and support. It is the same in
this day and time.

1995-1203-020

Does that answer your question?

1995-1203-021

Thank you.

1995-1203-022

You are most welcome. As you will sit in your quiet times and envision this
geographical location in light, and call in, in your own mind, in your own heart,
your own visualization of light even from beyond our Holy Mother, the Earth, you
will see that it will be used by those who are open and receptive to that energy.
It will nurture them and support them through this critical time.

1995-1203-023

There are many of the brothers and sisters in this area who may not know on a
conscious level and yet at a very deep level, will feel a peace that they do not
understand where it comes from. But they will feel a peace which they very much
want and need at this time.

1995-1203-024

So as you are willing to spend your quiet times, whatever comes to mind and
during your quiet time, to see this area bathed in Light and in love and to hold
the whole vision. It will uplift all of what is going on there.

1995-1203-025

Beloved one, what would you ask in this evening?

1995-1203-026

Can I ask a personal question?

1995-1203-027

Yes, of course, any question.

1995-1203-028

I'm getting ready to change my career now....
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1995-1203-029

Indeed you are. It is not by accident that you have felt a desire to change, to
expand. For indeed there is much of unfoldment that is happening within and has
begun not just recently but some time ago. A process of unfoldment, a process of
remembering, a process of coming Home. Therefore, you will see mirrored to you in
career and in other outward manifestations, change. Welcome those changes. Go
forth as the holy Child that you are in confidence.

1995-1203-030

Know you the meaning of confidence?

1995-1203-031

No.

1995-1203-032

Yes. It goes back to the root meaning of co-fidence. Belief in the co-working
together. For indeed you are not doing the work alone. Therefore you can go
forth in confidence because you have much of support, much of co-operation that
is working with you as you. It is not separate from you, but you have much of an
expanded energy around you. It could be termed the guardian angels, it could be
termed masters and guides, it could be termed the Higher Self of you, which is it.
It is an expandedness of the energy that you have brought to a singular point of
focus. Where you identify that as this is me in this lifetime.

1995-1203-033

But you are much more than just "me". You are the expanded energy, the
expanded consciousness that you are now being willing to bring into all endeavors
of experience. So yes, it is well and truly the right way.

1995-1203-034

You will find that there will be evolvement of this. It is very much as you would
be steering the car, the vehicle. As you find yourself going along the avenue you
are in the process of motion, you are going in a certain desired direction and as
you expand in your openness which indeed you are now, you will have guidance
that will say, "Turn right here. Turn left. Do whatever." You will have the
guidance for that and you will see that it is a beautiful journey. You may go
forth in confidence.

1995-1203-035

Beloved one, who plays as the child, how are you in this evening?

1995-1203-036

I'm been getting some information that I'm having a lot of problems
accepting.... Something to do with unicorns. I was wondering if you would
help me and clarify some of that for me?

1995-1203-037

Indeed beloved one, there is much in what you would call your past lineage, your
past history that has to do with unicorns. Many times you have been the one who
has been open of heart and has played with the unicorns. You have called them
forth. They have been as your playmates. You have been as playmates with them.

1995-1203-038

Did unicorns exist? Yes, very much so. Do they exist now? Yes, very much so. Just
beyond what is the agreed upon reality in this point of focus and yet they are
within the collective consciousness of mankind/womankind even in this time. They
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are written about in your holy Scriptures and they are very real, as real as you
are.
1995-1203-039

There have been many lifetimes that you have played with these ones. There have
been many lifetimes that you have defended these ones. Again in this lifetime you
are called upon to defend the possibility, the probability that these are real, that
these can be part of your experience.

1995-1203-040

They have often been and are still companion to you and to many of the brothers
and sisters who are open to seeing beyond just what seems to be a certain limited
form. You will find that in the days to come not far from now as you measure
time, there will be a generalized acceptance and belief in these beautiful
companions and they will once again be seen as the light that they are for they
are very light of heart and they will be seen in form. They will come again to be
the companions who support others, who call forth the child, the inner child, the
whole child that need not fear even what others would say about that belief.

1995-1203-041

There have been lifetimes for you that you have been cast out because of your
belief in these ones, not only the unicorns but in belief of magic, as it was called.
Miracles that were not understood. There have been lifetimes that you have been
the wise woman and you were cast out because others feared your magic. You
knew that it was the Love of the Father, that it was the oneness of the power of
Spirit. Nothing to do with evil, and yet there was so much of fear that was in the
collective consciousness at that time that the magic that you brought to this
plane was not understood.

1995-1203-042

Therefore, there were times that you lived a solitary life and sometimes there
would be ones who would come from the village, from the grouping of even what
you would call the town as it grew to be larger than a village. Ones who would
come to seek your wisdom and yet would hide themselves from the knowing of
their neighbors so that they could come and speak with you about what they
knew was true in their heart.

1995-1203-043

It will come to be open knowledge in what you see to be, ten, twelve years of
your timing. Already there are many who want to believe, who have a
remembrance that this is true. They do not yet have the courage to openly speak
of the reality, but as we have spoken already of the changes, the acceleration, of
changes upon this plane, you will see much more willingness to embrace new ideas,
old ideas, old realities. What would be called now fantasies. There will be much
more willingness and less judgment and less fear.

1995-1203-044

Does this bring joy to your heart, beloved one?

1995-1203-045

Yes. I'm so confused. I don't know what to do. I mean, I got that much
information but I wasn't really too excited anymore.
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1995-1203-046

It is not something that you need fear in this lifetime. As we have said, other
lifetimes there were consequences that you felt from your belief, your knowing
that the life experience is not just defined by what you see with the senses, and
there were lifetimes that you felt criticism, isolation, judgment even to the point
of several lifetimes where ones from the village came and required of you, at
least offered you opportunity to lay down the body. It was very persuasive
opportunity. So there is yet a vestige of fear attached to that.

1995-1203-047

But it is not something that you need worry about or fear in this lifetime and it is
not something that you need prepare yourself for. The ego, the voice of
separation that would know fear, says, "Well we must know everything that is
going to happen down this avenue. I want to look around every corner and see
what lurks there so I can be prepared."

1995-1203-048

And yet the Christ Child of you, the holy Child of you that plays, knows well that
you do not have to be prepared for you are already your Father's Child and there
is nothing that can threaten the Father's Child.

1995-1203-049

So do not worry the pretty little head. Allow what unfolds to unfold naturally.
The ones known as the playmates, the unicorns await a time of welcome. They
will not push themselves upon anyone but when the timing is mellow they will
come forth.

1995-1203-050

As you allow yourself to dialogue with these ones just in your own thinking, you
will find that there will be much of wisdom, effortless wisdom that comes forth.
It will not put you into a place of threatening, but it will be of companionship and
playfulness. For indeed that is what they symbolize.

1995-1203-051

Beloved one, welcome. What would you ask?

1995-1203-052

A lot of questions. I was just thinking now about something, but .... books
that have come to my attention ... about ? Which information?...

1995-1203-053

Yes. We will go back to understanding the holy Child in her desire to create. The
holy Child is creative. That is your nature for indeed you are the Child of the
Creator. Therefore, you are creative and the holy Child desired to create and
having desired brought forth creation. What you know upon this plane and all
others for indeed this is not the only point of focus where there is experience and
expression of the holy Child.

1995-1203-054

Throughout time as it has been defined within this dimension, there has come more
and more identification with the creation, with the form, with energy brought into
matter, into form. With creation and this identification there have come many
adventures, many stories, many truths -- with a small "t". The Truth of the holy
Child is that the holy Child is creative. Within all of the adventures and all of the
truths there are multitudinous ones. Now the holy Child is in process of
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remembering the one that she is. Remember oneness with the Father and allowing
herself to know that she is more than just this experience and more than all of
the past lifetimes that seem to have relevancy.
1995-1203-055

It is a time of awakening to the oneness. It is a time of coming Home. This does
not necessitate that the body be left behind. It does not necessitate that any of
the beliefs be judged as wrong. For indeed all of the beliefs have served the
purpose of the holy Child expressing. All of the beliefs have brought you to this
place now so they have served the purpose of the holy Child.

1995-1203-056

Now the holy Child is desirous of awakening. That is why you have seen many
books coming to hand. Many books being written about history as you would call
history. Many books being written about my lifetime and some of them, many of
them being in conflict with another one.

1995-1203-057

So that one will sit with all of the different versions and say, "But which one is
true?" I have a truth that I am aligned with as to what that lifetime was. There
is a truth of that lifetime that I adhere to. It is the truth -- with a small "t" -that I know as that lifetime. But there are many other versions that are as true
for the one who is in alignment with that truth.

1995-1203-058

All truth -- with a small "t" -- serves the purpose of the awakening. They speak
a language for ones of remembrance. Therefore you will see many versions, many
stories coming forth and they are all true to the one who has brought that forth.

1995-1203-059

It matters not whether you would call one true and another one not true, what
matters is the remembrance, the awakening that happens within as you read that
version. There will be some versions that you resonate with and you say, "This I
know to be true. I know I was there. I can see it right in front of me. I can
almost reach out and touch it." That is your alignment, your lineage and it is true
for you.

1995-1203-060

Others who are aligned with other philosophical beliefs do not even acknowledge
that I walked the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth. They do not acknowledge
that I was and am the Son of God, the same as you and that is not important. It
matters not that they do not acknowledge that for they have their own symbols
and remembrances that bring them back to the place of oneness.

1995-1203-061

Yes, there is much that is going to be coming to the forefront of consciousness in
the next decade of your timing. Many stories, much of history as you call and
understand linear history to be, that will bring to light other versions, other
truths of what happened in what is known as the crusades. The crusade were
very much the same as what we have spoken of earlier, what is happening in this
day and time for they allowed opportunity for the brothers and sisters to come to
the place of clarity as to what was important.
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1995-1203-062

Was it the philosophical belief that was of utmost importance? Was it what the
religious organization, the church said was the beginning and end that was
important? Was it the love of the heart that came forth when the old peasant
woman in the village was seen to be cold and destitute and starving and the heart
opened one of the crusaders who looked upon that cold starving woman and gave
her his cloak? Was that of utmost importance?

1995-1203-063

You see, it allowed opportunity for all of the ones involved in the adventure, the
drama at that time, to come to their own remembrance of what life is for as is
happening in this day and time. But there will be many more of the writings that
will come to light. Writings that come from revelations. As is true now, you have
many books that are coming forth from inner knowing, from inspiration, from
revelation where ones cannot say, "Well I researched it somewhere and I know it
has to be true because this authority said so." But they are writing what they
know to be true in their own heart because they can reach out and touch it. It is
that real for them and it is real -- with a small "r". It is real. So they write of
these revelations.

1995-1203-064

There will be other writings that will come to light of historical nature that have
been hidden away until there was a welcoming time for those writings. There are
writings that are stored away in what you know as monasteries in the protective
coverings. Some stored away in the earthen pots that have been kept from the
moisture and have been kept sealed for many, many years as you know time to be,
centuries. They will come to light. They will be studied by your historians. They
will be judged whether they are authentic or not, and others will have
opportunity to read what is in that, those writings, and to come to a place of
their own knowing as to the truth.

1995-1203-065

Many will find, you will find that some of the information that comes to light, you
feel you have written and indeed you have. You have been the monk, the scribes
that have written and preserved what will come to light in the days to come and
there will be a knowing that you cannot explain to the analytical research
scientist but there will be a knowing that, "Yes, I was there. I wrote that. It is a
truth."

1995-1203-066

The trip that you are about to embark upon will be one of great revelation for
you, remembrances. It is not by accident that you find yourself desiring to go and
finding the opportunity to go. For it is time for the revelations to come forth. You
will find much that you would not at this point, imagine, but you will find much
that will stir the heart, much of the remembrance.

1995-1203-067

There will be places that will feel familiar to you and you can trust what you
feel, what you know, what is revealed to you. As you have felt often with the
small one, that yes, you have been in companionship with this one many times. This
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one has often been your companion, your mate, your co-worker many times and
this will not be the last time.
1995-1203-068

{Comment not clear}

1995-1203-069

Indeed beloved one, as things go round they come round is that not true?

1995-1203-070

I noticed that.

1995-1203-071

This is true. Does that answer your question beloved one?

1995-1203-072

I think so. It's...........................

1995-1203-073

It is not important that you understand everything, but you will be as the sponge.
You will take it all in and then in time various aspects will come again to mind and
it will fit into place. Go with the open heart, as you have said, be as the sponge
and just enjoy.

1995-1203-074

There is not something that you will miss if you are not vigilant for indeed you
will soak it all up so you do not have to worry about taking note or watching this
or watching that or fearing that there will be something that you will miss. You
will not miss it. It will be very clear in front of the face.

1995-1203-075

Beloved one, how are you in this evening?

1995-1203-076

Good ....

1995-1203-077

You are most radiant. What would you ask in this evening?

1995-1203-078

In July you talked about ... of our time. Changes in society...stock market....
would you elaborate on that? ....

1995-1203-079

Yes, already it is in process. Already you are seeing many changes in willingness of
the brothers and sisters to ask, "How can this be seen in a different way? What
is truly important here?" All of the brothers and sisters are going through a time
of completion. Completing aspects and issues that they have been unwilling to look
at in holiness because of fear. There has been a reluctance to look upon certain
issues, certain images, certain beliefs and these images limited, and belief limited,
have been stored, carried like in a giant knapsack on the back, very heavy at
times because the holy Child was afraid to bring them out of the knapsack and to
look at them.

1995-1203-080

But now there is a willingness, a growing willingness to say, "Whatever that fear
is from other times I want to know it. I want to know why it is here. I want to
know what it is and I want to see past it with holy vision." So already there is
much that is in process of opening, of bringing forth the courage of the heart. For
that is where true courage comes from.

1995-1203-081

You see ones more and more interested in healing. Healing of the body for it is
the body that cries out in intensity to give you the language that says, "Pay
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attention to me. I hurt." And you do pay attention. You have to after awhile. If
you do not pay attention to the subtleties of the body, to the whispers, the body
will scream at you and you have all felt that from time to time, the screaming in
the back of the head. The screaming in the stomach, the solar plexus, wherever.
You have felt that and the body has said, "Pay attention. I have a message for
you," and indeed every part of the body that calls out to you has a message for
you. So you may sit with it and ask of it. "Why is there a certain part of the
body that speaks to me?" There is a very specific message.
1995-1203-082

More and more of the brothers and sisters who are allowing themselves to play
with expanded ideas of the "what if?" What if I didn't immediately jump to a
certain judgment about the in-laws? What if I didn't immediately react to the
mate when he/she says a certain habitual thing? What if I stood there and just
looked upon the brother or sister with love? More and more of the brothers and
sisters being willing to open the heart. To contemplate possibility, probability that
lead to the reality.

1995-1203-083

You will see more and more of the valuing of the energy of love, the energy of
peace. Where when one walks into a room, as they walk in as the presence of
Love, that will be valued even to the point where there will be an exchange of
the golden coins, first of all, for that healing energy. Ones who walk into the
room and have a healing presence so they will be invited to come into gatherings.
Already this is happening. Ones who come and have a certain presence and ones of
you and the brothers and sisters will give the golden coins to be in their presence,
to be in their workshops, whatever it is called. This will continue where the
healing presence of love and peace will be valued so much that there will be an
exchange. First of all, of the golden coins. Later on it will be an energy exchange.

1995-1203-084

For as we have spoken this past summer with you, the monetary system of
exchange that you have now is undergoing change already. There is an
acceleration with the trading of belief, for indeed what is traded is belief in
certain commodities as they are called, your stocks, whatever they are and there
is a belief in a value and what is traded is that belief. That is what it is based
upon. You have seen an acceleration of that where your stock market now is gone
to a higher level than it has ever been in your recorded history, an expansion of
the belief.

1995-1203-085

You will see some rockiness with this as fear gets into that. There will be a
pulling back, a constriction. There will be some of that that will happen and then
there will be an expansion again with it. That has happened in the past. It will
happen again.

1995-1203-086

The holy Child desires to have opportunity to look upon what is of utmost value.
Is it the money, the golden coins? And so there will be opportunity that will come
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for some who feel that that is their security. Notice even the words that are
used in your language...{end of tape}... taken from them.
1995-1203-087

Not by someone outside of themselves, but by their own desire to know truth
security. So they will set up a drama that will allow them opportunity. So yes,
you will see changes. You will see the constriction, contraction of the market
where ones have to look upon what is truly being traded here? What is truly
happening here? What is all this based upon? And is this my source of security?

1995-1203-088

There will be many opportunities. Some big, many smaller ones. It is very much as
you see the balloon. There will be times when the air is let out of it and it
contracts a bit. It will happen. You do not need to fear this. It is what the holy
Child has desired, has called forth in order to come to a place of clarity about
what is really happening and to know the energy of love, the energy of the Spirit
that underlies all of the transactions.

1995-1203-089

What you and the brothers and sisters, the ones who are awakening, the ones
who are feeling an impetus from within, what you are now bringing forth in
healing will be of utmost importance for there will be rocky times. Of course. It
is the same as you experienced in our day and time, but it brings the holy Child to
that place of clarity. Do you see?

1995-1203-090

...actually it's happening.

1995-1203-091

Yes, already you and all of the brothers and sisters manifest exactly what you
desire. Some of the brothers and sisters desire to know a tightness of the purse,
to know deprivation, to know sorrow, conflict. It is a time of completion. You may
even look upon ones who are going through their completion and bless them
because they are coming to that place of completion. It is not a tragedy. It is a
great blessing.

1995-1203-092

This does not mean that you are going to stand in your own isolation and not give
one the cloak off your back if that is your guidance or take them in for a meal or
point them in the direction of what they need. That is not what I'm saying. But
you will bless them from your heart because you know that they are completing
what they have decreed that they need to complete.

1995-1203-093

It is not that the cosmos, not that the masters, not that the Father decrees that
they must complete this, but there has been a belief, a very deep belief that
there is yet a piece missing that has to know completion. How do you bless one?
You bless them by knowing your oneness. That is what blessing means. To call
forth the communion of oneness and to know that that one who is experiencing a
hard time of deprivation is you, for indeed you have known that. You have been in
that space. You have known that adventure. Otherwise it would not be within
your consciousness of relatedness now. You bless them with your oneness of
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knowing that that one is the holy Child of the Father as well and that one is
coming Home through that very avenue.
1995-1203-094

But the days to come are days of great joy. It does not mean that there will not
be the opportunities for clarity, challenges, they will be called, distress, disaster,
they will be called. They are times of great joy. They are times when the angels
will be singing as they are now, because the holy Child has said, "I will get rid of
whatever stands in my way of knowing that I am one with my Father, that I am
Home already and that I am the blessed one who stands here right now in this
experience." Times of great joy. Times of great healing. Not only of the body but
of the Spirit, the soul. The soul that has believed itself to have pieces such as
the Swiss cheese, to have holes missing somewhere. There will be a healing, an
acknowledgment of wholeness even within the soul and the angels sing.

1995-1203-095

Beloved one, how are you in this evening?

1995-1203-096

Fine.

1995-1203-097

Thank you for opening your heart and the dwelling place here to this meeting.
What would you ask in this evening?

1995-1203-098

I would like to hear about parallel lives, the work I'm doing, and I'd also like
to hear what you think about the work I'm doing right now, working with my
soul essences? ....

1995-1203-099

Yes, indeed, very important. It is an integration, a remembrance of the whole that
you are. It is inviting, welcoming what you would see as other aspects, other
parts of the whole of you. Getting in touch with those parts that you have put
temporarily within your consciousness, upon a shelf and have said, "There is
something else I must put my focus of attention upon right now, but I will come
back to you." And indeed, in time which is now, you are coming back and collecting
all of the seemingly separate aspects of the one Self that you are, and you have
said, "Now I am welcoming you. I want to know you once again. I want to have
integration and to know wholeness with you, with all of me as the one that I am."

1995-1203-100

Parallel lifetimes, yes, a beautiful concept within the adventure of the holy Child.
As we spoke earlier with the belief in adventures and history and lifetimes, there
is the holy Child expressing and experiencing and yes, you are expressing even as
their is a point of focus right now that is right here, you are expressing in other
dimensions, other realities for what you bring to this point of focus is but a
percentage, a small percentage of the whole of you.

1995-1203-101

As you are willing, as you are now, to open yourself and welcome the knowledge
of your expression in other dimensions, other realities, other lifetimes which are
going on right now, you expand the image that you hold of yourself, of who you
are, of what you can be and what you are. And of what the brothers and sisters
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are and can be. It is most expansive and it is most conducive to the remembrance
of the one that we are.
1995-1203-102

So yes, the work that you do now is of utmost importance. It is healing in the
true sense of the word, for it is wholing, it is saying, "Let me know all of my
Self." -- the Self with a capital "S" -- and as you do that you come into such a
place of great joy that it is contagious to the brothers and sisters and they will
come to you not knowing why they are attracted to you, but there will be an
attraction as the moth to the flame, wanting to know what you know.

1995-1203-103

They will ask of you in various ways, "I feel a certain presence about you. I feel
a certain holiness about you." They may not put it in quite that word, "But I feel
a certain togetherness about you. What is it that you know?" And you will share
with them your path. You will share with them the guidance, the revelations that
have come to you and you will say, "I don't know if this is your path." You have
already said this to ones, "But this is what has worked or is working for me. And
you know, it really is fun. It really is exciting. I cannot wait to find out more."
And as you are allowing yourself to abide in that consciousness of welcome, you
will find more and more of yourself coming to the conscious awareness and
beautiful it is.

1995-1203-104

That is why we spoke earlier of the truths -- with a small "t" -- of the parallel
lifetimes. There is a lifetime that I feel in alignment with that I would call the
truth of my lifetime as Jeshua ben Joseph, Jesus, but at the same time that I
was putting my focus of attention upon that reality -- with a small "r" -- there
were the parallel lifetimes just as real that are coming out now in the versions
that others are having revealed to them.

1995-1203-105

Oh.

1995-1203-106

Very good. So you see that is why they are true. As true as the one that I
accept as the truth of my lifetime. Parallel lifetimes, as real as the one that I
adhere to. Does that answer your question beloved one?

1995-1203-107

Well. ... and I were talking about this earlier.... higher soul vibration, is that
possible?

1995-1203-108

There are always other expressions of the one Self, multitudinous expressions.
You may call them parallel. You may tune into them if you desire. It is not
necessary that you do this. Yes.

1995-1203-109

Now the ones that I am working on are the ones that have a lot of drama....
those aren't the ones I come from...

1995-1203-110

As you have spoken, this is true. This one has done completion with what you
would see as many issues. There are still some issues yet that will know
completion, but they are not what are called the biggies. They are not ones that
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are the kind that will trip you up. They will be unfolding easily as the rose
unfolds in its time. Not with pressure but just unfolds. It will come easily.
1995-1203-111

For you also, you are coming through what you see now as completing what the
world would look upon and judge to be of traumatic nature, and yet as you allow
yourself by your welcoming to entertain these lifetimes, to look upon them in nonjudgment and to say, "Wow! Look at what I experience. Look how I came through
that. Look what I had the courage to bring forth in my experience." You will gain
a new sense of respect and honor for the one Self that you are, and you will
come to allow all of the judgment of trauma to dissolve. It will be replaced with
the reverence and honor for the Self of you that had the courage to bring forth
that adventure even in what is judged to be violence and abuse, and to see that
there was great courage. Otherwise you would not have called it forth.

1995-1203-112

...?..

1995-1203-113

This will be diminishing, beloved one, for indeed you have already brought to the
forefront of your awareness the lifetimes that symbolize, the other lifetimes that
you would see. It is not that you have to go back and pick each one up and live
through each one. You have brought forth into conscious awareness the peak ones
that symbolize all of the rest. So you do not have to feel that you have to sit
here for the rest of this lifetime and dig and dig. No, you have brought forth the
ones that symbolize and as you allow yourself to abide in peace with those
lifetimes, with that what was initially judged to be trauma and abuse and to see
past the trauma and the abuse and to see what was truly being offered. Then
that takes care of all of the rest.

1995-1203-114

For indeed in the lifetimes of violence, trauma, abuse, you were willing because of
a great courage deep within you, to be servant unto other ones. To allow them
choice as to how they would act, how they would see you. Whether they would
see you as the life, the beautiful life of the Father or they would not see you as
having any value.

1995-1203-115

You came, you said, "I will have the courage to be servant to the brothers and
sisters, to the father, to the mate, to other ones in the warfare, to allow them
that moment of opportunity," and there were many moments of opportunity, to
see past their own limited self-image of what they thought themselves to be and
what they thought you to be. And to come to that place of recognition of
holiness.

1995-1203-116

Those lifetimes of abuse and violence beloved one, were great gifts that you gave
to another brother or sister, because of the courage of the holy Child which is
you. You came not out of weakness. You came and offered that opportunity
because of the great strength and courage of your heart.
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1995-1203-117

You also gained your own experiences from those opportunities for in each time of
so-called abuse, you had opportunity and did in many of the lifetimes see beyond
the action of that one to the heart, the hurting heart of that one that did not
know love, and that was hurting so much they had to extend that hurt seemingly
in action to another one.

1995-1203-118

Those lifetimes there will be some that will come to the conscious remembrance,
but those lifetimes are ones where you knew peace and so they are not the ones
that come up now for the seeing of holiness, but they were there.

1995-1203-119

So, to answer your question, no, there will not be many more of these that have
to come to the surface. You have already dug far enough. You may now get on
with the good stuff.

1995-1203-120

Good. Thank you.

1995-1203-121

You are welcome.

1995-1203-122

Beloved one, how are you in this evening? What would you ask?

1995-1203-123

...?....

1995-1203-124

Again, it is about the completion of ones who feel themselves stuck and must
know conflict, believe that life has to be one conflict after another, one stalling
after another.

1995-1203-125

All of creation that you bring forth speaks to you a message, the mechanical
vehicles that you call forth to take the body from one place to another, they
serve the same as the body in giving forth the message of what the one is
believing in self-image, that life has to be about.

1995-1203-126

There are many who feel stalled right now. One way or another. There are many
who feel stuck because of their own resistance to moving forward and yet they
feel as this one, the great impetus within to make change. For indeed, the holy
Child as Light is forever ongoing. Light is not static. Light is forever pouring forth.
That is the nature of the holy Child. When there is resistance to going forward,
to change as it is called, then ones feel stuck, stalled, frustrated, angry for
indeed the energy is there and must be used. So that is what you are seeing and
that is what they are seeing and they are saying, "Why can I not get home to my
dwelling place easily. What is going on here?"

1995-1203-127

As to the healing, there is no substance that you will bring forth that is harmful
to the body except as there would be belief that it is harmful. It is the belief
that brings about the constriction which brings about the feeling that there has
been harm to the body. The shutting down, the contraction of the Light that is
allowed to radiate through the cells of the form, the body.
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1995-1203-128

So what is known as the antibiotics, what is known as the pharmaceuticals are
beneficial as ones believe them to be beneficial. They are not harmful. There is
value judgment that is made. Ones saying that the direct energy known as reiki
and all of the other names by which the universal energy is offered, there is
value judgment that says that that is more beneficial, more healing than the
pharmaceuticals. And yet in Truth, beloved one, you have brought forth the
pharmaceuticals and there are the brothers and sisters who have great belief in
those substances which contain the Light energy because they have been created
by the holy Child. So the ones who believe in the pharmaceuticals and in the
antibiotics and whatever, they will see healings.

1995-1203-129

The beloved pets come to express, to know love and to express love. To do their
own completion with knowing their own power of beingness as the love that they
are. They come as the servants for the brothers and sisters who have just taken
on another form, no difference, although the ones walking about with this form
would have value judgment and would say, "This is much more highly evolved than
the beloved pet."

1995-1203-130

If you will receive it, the beloved pet who knows that it is walking love, is a bit
more awake than the one who is tied up in his or her securities and the stock
market. The beloved pets will respond to the belief of the one that they are
serving. There is no separation and the beloved pets know the belief that is
pervading that one's expression. In other words, nothing is hidden.

1995-1203-131

The so-called human may think that they are all wise and that the pet does not
know anything beyond eating and sleeping and perhaps washing the fur from time
to time. But the beloved pet knows the belief system of the one they have come
to be companion with and they will respond according to that belief and according
to the levels of the belief.

1995-1203-132

In other words, the friend may have upon a certain level, conscious level, a belief
in the antibiotics and the what is called the traditional medicine. And may take
the beloved pet to the facilitator and go through a series of the traditional
medicine and the beloved pet does not respond to it, and the question will be,
"Well why? If the belief of the human, friend is that this is going to serve the
pet, what is happening here?" It is because the human companion desires yet to
know another level of energy, of wholeness, of holiness, and the pet will serve
that level. Not the surface level, but the true level of belief of that one and
desire of that one.

1995-1203-133

So the so called owner of the pet may take the pet to the facilitator and go
through a series and become most frustrated and say, "This is not working. Why
is this not working?" And then there will come the guidance to try something else
because they desire to know that there is more to the life experience, and the
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pet out of great love, says, "I will go through this experience with you so that
we may come as the one that we are to the remembrance of that oneness."
1995-1203-134

If you will receive it, all of you have served as the beloved pets to other ones.
All of you have said, "I am willing to experience that expression of love." All of
you have experienced being the great mountain cat, the dolphin that swims freely
in the great ocean. How does it feel to be a dolphin and to go with great ease
throughout the waters? To ride the power of the water and to know that you are
one with that water? How does that feel?

1995-1203-135

Yes. Now, where does that knowledge come from? From a remembrance deep
within. Yes.

1995-1203-136

...?...

1995-1203-137

Yes, that is very true for there is no separation even though the person would see
the beloved pet to be separate, a separate expression, there is no separation and
yes, often the beloved pet will mirror what is going on at a very, very deep level
with the other one.

1995-1203-138

...?...

1995-1203-139

That is true, that is true for she has desired to see it at a certain distance as
opposed to experiencing it on her own. She has said, "I will see this somewhat
removed from me." It is the same as when we spoke earlier of the geographical
location of the brothers and sisters in the place called Bosnia. The brothers and
sisters in this grouping here have said, "I wish to participate in what is going on
there, but I do not wish to put the form directly into that experience. But I want
to know, to experience at a certain level of beholding. The drama, the
opportunities for love and so I will participate in this expression, this experience
that is going on."

1995-1203-140

It is a grand blessing that you have brought forth for yourselves in what is known
as your television, your far-viewing which brings the occurrences of the one Self
right in front of you for your remembrance, your conscious awareness. So that
you can no longer say that you are cut off not knowing what is going on
somewhere else. Your technology that you bring forth serves you well.

1995-1203-141

???

1995-1203-142

It varies. It is as varied as experience can be.

1995-1203-143

???

1995-1203-144

Oh, yes, yes. Very much so. You have a brother who is most open to revelation
and has written about parallel lives and about the possibilities of lives that you
can tune into, that there is a certain focus upon this lifetime, this personality and
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it is a very, very thin veil that separates you from the parallel lives that are
going on. It is the brother by the name of Richard Bach.
1995-1203-145

That wrote ....?

1995-1203-146

It was a great revelation that he brought forth and wrote in the vehicle that will
open for many an understanding of expression beyond just what they are focusing
upon right here and right now. What is right at the end of the nose. They will
see that there is much of intermingling that goes on anyway, but as you are
allowing yourself to be aware, there is much of intermingling, much of osmosis
that goes between the other expressions, other parallel lives.

1995-1203-147

And so some of the parallel lives you have decreed that you will come as the full
blown form and express for a time with the brothers and sisters in whatever form
they have chosen to take on because this is not the only form. That would be a
bit limited, would it not?

1995-1203-148

???

1995-1203-149

Yes, very much so. It is the same as there are times that I desire to come and be
amongst you with my own form, not to speak through a form that is lent to me
temporarily, but to manifest a form that is recognizable, that can come and walk
your great shopping malls and sit next to one and say, "How goes it? Did you find
the bargain in the store?"

1995-1203-150

When one is depressed, that is your terminology, with the light itself is being
constricted and is sitting in great sorrow and judgment of self and would not hear
me if I spoke in any other manner. I come and I manifest a form that is
recognizable, in blue jeans. I am fond of blue jeans. This one does not wear blue
jeans very often, but I am fond of blue jeans, and the flannel shirt. Very soft
flannel shirt. Always the beard. Mustache, too, sometimes. And I come in what is
a nonthreatening appearance and sit with one and get them to talk.

1995-1203-151

Now, is that a parallel lifetime? Of course it is. Even for what you would see as
an interval of time that may be no longer than a half an hour, twenty minutes.
That is a parallel lifetime. That is all that it need be for it accomplishes what
needs to be.

1995-1203-152

It is the same with your small ones that are birthed and live perhaps only a day
or so, a week, a year and it is seen to be a tragedy when they lay down the body
and yet it is not. It is a choice and it is a completion. They have often come to be
as the servant for others, for the parents, often. To have opportunity to see in
clarity where their priorities are, who they think themselves to be and so the
small one comes sometimes as a great challenge to the mother who is birthing and
says, "I did not want new life this way." And yet has to deal with new life. And
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the something happens. She faces and sees in holiness that issue, and the purpose
has been completed.
1995-1203-153

It does not mean that the small one has to lay down the body. Sometimes they
have their own issues that they will go on with. In fact most of the time. But
when the small ones lay down the body at what is known as an early age, that is
not a tragedy. That is a completion. Bless them on their way for indeed they will
be back, as you. You are back again, over and over.

1995-1203-154

Now, beloved one, I believe we have time for some more questions, if you have
more. Do you have another?

1995-1203-155

Well with Gladys and the Sammuel channel, occasionally you would just say,
"Is there anything I need to know?"

1995-1203-156

Ah, of course. Anything is all right. You are the one who is calling forth this
evening. I would ask of you, "Is it all right?" It is your evening.

1995-1203-157

Of course.

1995-1203-158

Is there anything that you should know? No. There is much that you are in
process of remembering. You already know it. You are calling it forth, you are
allowing it to unfold very beautifully I may add, for you have given up much of
the "shoulds", much that you bought into in this lifetime that was a carry over,
the knapsack on the back, carried over from other experience of lifetimes.

1995-1203-159

But you have come to a place now of honoring Self. A place of mellowness that
says, "I do not need to judge Self. I am okay. I am my Father's Child," and you
are at the place now where you are allowing others to be the Child of the Father
in their own way and to bless them in their choices.

1995-1203-160

Some choices you would not make and you would not have them make, but you are
blessing them with an allowance of saying, "If that is what it takes for you to
come Home, so be it." The body itself is responding to that. The body is feeling
much more at ease, much more flexibility, much more love for there have been
times when you felt a great constriction of judgment within yourself, judgment of
self that you bought and paid dearly for in early lifetimes.

1995-1203-161

That served you and brought you to this place, but now you are saying, "I no
longer need it," and the body is saying, "Oh thank God." Truly, thank God and it is
going with much more ease and wholeness.

1995-1203-162

Thank you.

1995-1203-163

Yes. Allow yourself to know that you are as the rose that is unfolding. You are
beautiful in your process of unfoldment. Even what you would have in symbolic
message that comes to you about stifling. The feelings will not be held back.
They will not be stifled. They will come up and they will not over power you. For
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indeed now you are ready to know even what you would have judged in the past
to be most horrendous feelings of judgment.
1995-1203-164

For in the early times of this lifetime, not new with this lifetime, there was much
of rage that you felt towards others for their judgment. Rage that it was not
safe to even acknowledge, let alone express. Much of questioning as to how this
could be? How could others look upon you and not see the beautiful innocent
child? There was much of the judgment of others that was not seen to be
allowable.

1995-1203-165

No do not judge the judgment. For indeed it was necessary for you to do what you
did in that time. That is what brought you through certain experiences and you
played your part very well. You also have been servant to many. You still serve
others because of a great strength within you and you have said now, I will love
them. Preferably at a distance, but I will love them and that is a great step in
the unfoldment of the loaves. You are beautiful beloved one. You may trust that
unfoldment. It will not stop. It will not feel the freezing rain or the frost. There
will be frost from the other ones. It is part of their belief of who they are and
how they have to act. But it will not touch the rose of you. You are doing will
with this.

1995-1203-166

...honor you, because you are the one who said, that out of my great courage I
will come and express one more time, one more lifetime in this belief in duality. It
is not an easy plane. There are other dimensions where you function, where you
express, where love is known to be your true being and you are immersed in an
ocean of love.

1995-1203-167

But within this belief as to what this dimension is all about there is the belief yet
in the duality that says there is pain, there is judgment, there is conflict and it
takes great courage to say, "I will come once again and bring the light as I
remember it to this plane."

1995-1203-168

I honor you and all of the awakening brothers and sisters for the courage that it
has taken and takes in every morning of your timing as you awaken once more to
this belief in expression right here. I honor you for that courage. For you have
said, "I will accept the ingredients of this script." In other words I will accept
the certain collective belief and I will come and be a part of it until the brothers
and sisters begin to know that it does not have to be this way.

1995-1203-169

I can come as it is part of my script, in this way or in a certain shorter time
interval, but you have said, "No, I will accept my script and I will play it to the
best of my ability." Remember the "play" part of it.

1995-1203-170

You are doing very well with it.

1995-1203-171

Now beloved one, do you have another question?
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1995-1203-172

Yeah. I'm ....?..

1995-1203-173

It is not to worry about it. It is not something that you can bring about by
effort or will or by forcing. But I would ask you, what color is your bedspread?
Yes. How did you know that?

1995-1203-174

I remembered it.

1995-1203-175

How did you remember it? You saw it. You visualized it for an instant, you saw it.
You visualize very well.

1995-1203-176

There has been because of certain value judgment and training, there has been
certain arbitrary quality about what visualization has to be, what it has to look
like. But you visualize very well. It may not be according to what some others
define as their way of visualization, but you visualize very well.

1995-1203-177

Know you what the red rose looks like? In a bud?

1995-1203-178

I know it but I can't see it.

1995-1203-179

And yet you do see it for you would not know it. It is not quite the seeing with
the expectation that it would be right here. But there is a seeing which is a
knowing. It does not have to be the same as it is defined by some of the brothers
and sisters. You do visualize, you do see. It is individual.

1995-1203-180

So allow it to be its own thing. Don't try to force it. Just know that you know.
Know that it is there.

1995-1203-181

...?...

1995-1203-182

Yes, very much so.

1995-1203-183

Good.

1995-1203-184

Beloved one, would you have another question?

1995-1203-185

..and the answers is always...

1995-1203-186

I need not ask if it's true. Always this one has questions.

1995-1203-187

I was wondering about whether ... ? relationships...

1995-1203-188

Beloved one, there is no magic in the wedding ring. It is substance the same as
anything else that you have created. These has been a certain value attached to
it by society down through what you would see as many lifetimes. But it is an
arbitrary value and what is important is the love in the heart, the feeling of
oneness, which is what this circle symbolizes, the feeling of oneness with another
brother, sister, mate, called mate.

1995-1203-189

As you have discerned, you in your heart are married to more than one. You are
married in the heart of the one Self that you are to various expressions now
activating bodies because of the love of your heart and that is not as a threat to
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the current mate. Rather it is an expansion of the love that says, "I can love
others because I have known love with you. You have awakened love in my heart
and now we, as the one Self that we are in the heart, can love others."
1995-1203-190

So you find others that you are married to in the love of oneness. Not in the love
as society defines it, but in the love that transcends the values of society.

1995-1203-191

The ring is worn as preference. There is no magic in it. It is an arbitrary decision
whether to wear it upon this finger, another finger or as some of the societies
have been even the nose. You wold look upon a ring through the nose and wonder,
hmm, how could anyone see value in that. Yet you have all participated in
societies that have done that.

1995-1203-192

Is there something special about the gold? Again, an arbitrary value. The essence
of gold, the vibration of gold is beautiful, but so is the essence of other
substances that you bring forth and in other societies, other cultures, other
times, you have valued other substances above the gold. The same with the
diamond. There is a great symbol in the diamond in that it reflects to you the
Light that you are and reminds you of light, which is you. But there are other
gemstones that do that as well.

1995-1203-193

The rings, the same as the jewelry that you wear upon the ears, upon the heart,
the rings are given as a gift, a token of love. Symbolizing the love of the heart.
You are as married to the mate whether you wear the ring or not.

1995-1203-194

In other cultures there is a gift, not of the ring, that is given at a marriage time.
Various gifts, of a goat, a tent, blankets, whatever. Anything of value as it would
be seen as value is seen.

1995-1203-195

Wear the ring if you desire to. Do not, there is not magic in it for you are
married in the remembrance of the one, the oneness, of the love that is shared in
the heart. That is what is important, the love that cannot be destroyed for it is a
love from before time began. That is what is stirred up within you as you fall in
love. As you meet one and you are swept off of the feet in love and you find
yourself thinking about that one, eating, drinking, thinking always of that one.
Feeling most expansive as you think about that one.

1995-1203-196

Expansive yes, because you are allowing the love that you are to come more and
more into the conscious awareness. It is great to fall in love, is it not? And do you
know what happens when you fall in love? You ascend in love because you allow
yourself to expand into the recognition of the true being that you are. That is
why it feels good to fall in love.

1995-1203-197

That is why you see even in this day and time, ones changing partners over and
over. They desire to know the feeling, the exhilaration, the expansion of falling in
love and they do not believe that it can be sustained beyond a certain limited
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time period. So therefore, they have one partner and they fall in love and it is
most wonderful. And then after awhile they begin to say, "Well, this is old stuff,"
and then they have to have a new one to fall in love again in order to rejuvenate
their own remembrance of the love that they are.
1995-1203-198

Blessed art thou and others as you can rejuvenate that love in every day, seeing
the mate, the loved one with the eyes of the child that says, "Let's play. Let us
find something good in this day to play about. Something to laugh about.
Something of beauty in the day, to share that together." That is what allows the
love to stay alive, consciously alive in that relationship. It is to look for it.

1995-1203-199

There is no magic about it. There is nothing difficult about keeping the love alive.
It is the simplicity of looking for it in that relationship. Looking into the eyes of
that one and saying, "You've got the most beautiful eyebrows. You know, I never
noticed those eyebrows before. Really funny one that quirks up." Well you don't,
but you may say that to one. Or whatever. Looking upon the face of the beloved
and beholding something new in that face in that day.

1995-1203-200

Saying to the beloved, "Where shall we go today? What little thing will be ours
alone to experience in this day?" Keep the love alive, because you have looked for
it. It is always there. But when you don't look for it then sometimes you feel it
has gone away.

1995-1203-201

Does that answer your question? Very good beloved one.

1995-1203-202

Yes.

1995-1203-203

...?... seeing light...

1995-1203-204

Not what you would see as being born of woman as the infant and living a long
time. No. I have come as a small one for a time. I have come as the full grown, in
the prime. I have come as the aged grandfather. I have stayed for what you
would see as years at a time. I know there is a certain belief that has been said
that if you spend more than eighteen hours with a body you are stuck, captive.
That is not true. That has been written about but that is not true.

1995-1203-205

So yes, I have had lifetimes where there were years in that lifetime, but not to
come through as what you would see as being born through the process of woman.

1995-1203-206

...?... coming through for....

1995-1203-207

To be as companion to ones who called me forth, to be as servant, to teach.

1995-1203-208

...?...

1995-1203-209

Yes. Yes, very much so and it is because you are calling forth that remembrance
now. You are willing to say, "It is quite possible, it is even probable, it is a
reality, for indeed it is a reality that yes, all of the ones so gathered in that
room on Friday evening and others as well, have been the children of my Mother.
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1995-1203-210

Why am I called the Elder Brother? Think upon that. Because we are all quite
literally family. Have been and are. It is not a great mystery.

1995-1203-211

The world will eventually evolve ....?

1995-1203-212

Yes.

1995-1203-213

Is that...?

1995-1203-214

Yes. It will be the true remembrance of the family of mankind and then the
family of the one Spirit, yes, as it would be called, known in this time. There will
be first the coming as it is now the acceptance of what is called the extended
family where you accept into your heart ones that may not be of biological family
but they are family. Extended family. Great concept. This will continue to expand
to the place where it will be understood and remembered that all who walk the
face of our Holy Mother, the Earth, are family. No matter whether the skin be
light or dark, how the hair looks, even how the eyes would look. It is all one
family.

1995-1203-215

Then it is already in process of being understood. There will be the acceptance of
the family of brothers who are in space. These will be brothers. You are already
in process of saying, "I have brothers and sisters that aid, who come, experience
energy with me. Space brothers. Space sisters, family again. To the place where
it is understood and remembered that there is but one family and one Father, one
Child.

1995-1203-216

..Is that ...?

1995-1203-217

Yes. That is very true. It will be the remembrance that life expression does not
have to be in duality or if you will receive it, there are other dimensions where it
is known in more complexity than even this dimension which knows duality and
polarity.

1995-1203-218

But it will be remembered that there is but one holiness of Love, and there will
be the unconditional sea of Love that you are the drop of, as you would see a
drop of water in the ocean and you are the whole sea of Love. As is known now in
what you call other dimensions, other realities. For this belief in duality that
knows sorrow, that knows fear, that knows love, that knows acceptance and
nonacceptance, this is but one point of expression.

1995-1203-219

You are going to ask?

1995-1203-220

Funny how that works. Yes, there is but one mind at work here.

1995-1203-221

Are there some other ... ?

1995-1203-222

Oh yes. You yourself. You knew that.

1995-1203-223

And as others of the brothers and sisters come to accept their own expandedness
they will know that they are also expressing, yes, in this point of focus and on
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what you would call the spaceships in other dimensions, other interrelated
dimensions.
1995-1203-224

For indeed, the dimensions are not what you would see as discrete. There is much
intermingling. That is even why when a loved one releases the body and goes to
what you would see as another experience, another dimension, there is much of
communication and communion that happens for the dimensions are not discrete
and there is much of the osmosis. There will be more and more of that understood
and accepted as times goes on. It will not seem to be such a strange thing. It will
be accepted as, "Well, yes of course. I know that that loved one is speaking to
me." Where did that idea come from? Where did that message come from? And it
will be accepted as a truth. You may trust it. I know that you do.

1995-1203-225

Beloved one, have you another question?

1995-1203-226

...?...

1995-1203-227

All that you experience you call forth from the great pool of the one. It is seen
in a certain belief system that is commonly agreed upon here that there is
separation. Not here in this room, but here in this plane of experience. And it is
seen that there would be separation so that there are entities activating the
body, ones that you can see and that there are entities that are very close but
separate that are as guides, angels. But that somehow they are bit separate.
They are separate only in the point of focus, the intensity and specificity of focus
and as you are now allowing in your focus to expand you are calling in more of
your Self that is not separate from you.

1995-1203-228

So yes, you create your own guidance. Does it come from a higher Self? Yes, but
not as levels would be known. In other words, there are not levels. It comes from
an expandedness, expanded Self, as you are allowing yourself to tap into more of
the one Self that you are.

1995-1203-229

So yes, it comes from a more expanded Self, but it is not separate from you. So
ones will say, "Well, my higher Self is guiding me." That is true. Others would
say, "I want to know more communication with my higher Self." Even with that
desire they are already setting in process what will bring to them the
remembrance and acknowledgement that they are already that expanded higher
Self. There is much that is going on right now that of great celebration, cause
for celebration.

1995-1203-230

....

1995-1203-231

Yes, for the world is based upon the belief in duality, the belief in separation.
That is what all of the activities of the world are based upon. So that yes, of
necessity, has to be completed, has to be seen in the wholeness and in that it will
dissolve. It is not that you have to get rid of it, for indeed there is much effort
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in some of your philosophical circles in trying to get rid of the ego as it would be
a separate entity that is always there ready to trip you up. Much as there is a
belief with some of the brothers and sisters that there is an entity known as the
devil that is out to trip you up.
1995-1203-232

In certain philosophical circles that hold themselves to be more enlightened they
call the ego this kind of energy and make it as a separate entity that is always
lurking, ready to do you in. The ego is not a separate entity. The ego is the belief
in separation and the ego comes forth anytime that you feel yourself or believe
yourself to be separate from the one that you are.

1995-1203-233

Anytime you see yourself separate from a brother or sister and judge either
yourself to be better or less than or judge the brother or sister to be better
than you or less than you, you are seeing separation for there is only equality as
the one Self.

1995-1203-234

Anytime that you are abiding in fear you are subscribing to the belief in
separation that there could be anything that would threaten the holy Child. That
is the ego. That is the belief in separation, but it is not a separate entity. It is
not a separate energy even. It is only the momentary belief that there could be
separation.

1995-1203-235

So it is not a question that you have to always be doing battle with the ego. For
indeed as you give the energy to the battle where does that keep you? Keeps you
in the battle.

1995-1203-236

....?

1995-1203-237

Yes, you are allowing the drama, the lifetimes, the experiences to come up where
the belief in separation has been very strong, has been the motivating force and
what you are now desiring to see is the holiness of that situation. You see it in
the context of the big picture, yes, of the whole picture.

1995-1203-238

So it is ego, yes, the belief in separation that has brought up those experiences
that are termed to be fearful, violent, abusive, negative, and yet when it is seen
in holiness it is not judged to be of negative quality. It is seen to be part of the
holiness of the holy Child who decreed that she would create and experience and
that is what it is all about.

1995-1203-239

...

1995-1203-240

You choose the situation that you put yourself in?

1995-1203-241

Yes, but you see what comes the tricky part of that come, because there is
judgment that says that this is a bad situation.

1995-1203-242

When one abides in peace with the situation, and says that there is holiness even
in this and I will look for the holiness, then there is not the judgment that says,
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"How could I bring this forth for myself? What have I done that I am so bad,
that I would bring forth this experience?" It is much as you have a story of the
small one who walked into the room and saw a pile of what is called your manure
and said, rather than looking upon the negative quality of this, that said, "I know
that there must be a pony in here." And is looking for the blessing.
1995-1203-243

Every experience you call forth because you desire to know the holiness of that
experience. It has been the habitual way to look upon it to see and judge self, to
see negativity and to see limited understanding and to judge from that limited
understanding. But even that is now being replaced.

1995-1203-244

That has come the belief that there could be negativity, that there could be
something that was less than good, has come from the identification with form,
with the creation that you have brought forth and the identification with form,
any kind of form, specifically now, the body. There is much identification with the
body for many of the brothers and sisters believe that they are the body and
that when the body deceases that is the end of them. So there is much fear
attendant upon the nurturance of the body. Keeping it fit and in good health.
Giving it the substance that will keep it nourished, making it buff, working out so
that the life term will be extended.

1995-1203-245

...?..

1995-1203-246

Well it is always a choice, yes. The body is never laid down until the choice is
made to lay it down. No, it is not predestined. There are certain ingredients in the
script that you agree that you are going to play, but it is not predestined and
everything is open to improv as you go along.

1995-1203-247

.....

1995-1203-248

It will become more conscious. It is not now seen as a conscious choice, but it is a
choice at a very deep level. A choice made by what you would call the higher
Self, the expanded Self. But because the specificity, the narrowness of the
identification has been so specific it has blocked out the expanded Self so there
is not the consciousness of the choice. As you move into the awareness of the
expanded Self the conscious choice will be known more and more. It is always a
choice.

1995-1203-249

....

1995-1203-250

Yes, it was indeed a choice, a higher choice even for the mate and the children. It
was an agreed upon choice. It is difficult when there is the very specific focus
upon this expression, this lifetime to accept the expanded vision, but it is coming.
With one such as you who are willing to contemplate the possibility which leads
to your acceptance of the probability that this could be true, it is coming. The
expanded Self, the consciousness, the awareness of the expanded Self is coming
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and it builds upon each choice of willingness to know expansion. It builds in what
you would see as exponential measure.
1995-1203-251

...

1995-1203-252

When one is in a time of mourning, a time of grief which has very much to do with
a specific focus, it is difficult to take in anything else. That mourning, that
grieving must be completed until finally that one comes to a place of saying,
"Perhaps I can now lift up my eyes and see what else is upon the horizon." And
that takes sometimes a long time. Sometimes less time, but it is completion and it
is blessed. For that must be completed before the desire is to know more. It
cannot happen otherwise.

1995-1203-253

....

1995-1203-254

Yes, there is much of that that is happening. They are seeing completion with
aspects that they decreed were not complete. They are doing the completion,
laying down the body and in what is a very short time interval and no time in
their understanding, they will reactivate a form either as a small one born of
woman, or just to come. To know the possibility that they can just manifest a
form.

1995-1203-255

As a walk in?

1995-1203-256

Not that they would take over another one's form.

1995-1203-257

...

1995-1203-258

There have been times of agreement yes. Yes, that could be. But many of what
you see where they call themselves walk ins is not that there is a separate
entity, for indeed there is not separation. It is not a separate entity coming and
taking over the body. It is that they have allowed themselves an evolvement and
unfoldment of more remembrance that brings them to a place where they feel
themselves to be a new person and others recognize a new person. But it is not
that there was a foreign energy that came and activated the body.

1995-1203-259

All are part of the great pool of consciousness. So even what is termed a walk in
is not separate. It is fun to play with concepts, is it not?

1995-1203-260

Yes.

1995-1203-261

....

1995-1203-262

The identification with the form has brought about the belief that the form could
be threatened. That is where fear has come from. For if there were not the
identification with form which indeed, can be and is altered, changed, there would
not be the fear. That is where fear has come from. That is where the belief in
duality has come from, is the identification with form.
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For as you now are remembering that you are Spirit, that you are the Spirit that
activates the form, and as you identify with the Spirit there is not the fear for
you know that Spirit is forever ongoing. It cannot be threatened. So there is no
need, no room for fear. All fear is attendant upon the belief and the identification
with form. That is what can be dealt with.

1995-1203-264
1995-1203-265

Now beloved one, would you have a question, another one?

1995-1203-266

....

1995-1203-267

Many of the ones that you see activating the male form of body now, are doing
completion with what is believed to be male aspects. That is why they have
chosen in what you see as this lifetime, the male design pattern. They are
desiring to know up past the eyebrows, what it means in this society to be male
and to come past that. Many of the brothers are awakening to their gentler side
for they have come through much of the hard knocks of the world and it has
given them, because they have called it forth, has given them opportunity to
choose either to reject the conflict and to call forth the gentleness or to remain
in a place of armoredness until they are complete with that armoredness.

1995-1203-268

But many of the ones with the male form are now finding that it is safe, that it
is valued by ones such as yourself to bring forth the gentler side of their nature.
That it is okay to show that gentler side, it is okay to cry, to feel feelings. You,
many of the ones activating the female forms, not all of you, all of the female
ones, but many are creating an atmosphere that says that it is safe for the ones
with the male design to feel their feelings and it is now being seen as having
value to allow the feelings to come up and to be expressed and to communicate
those feelings.

1995-1203-269

And as you have experienced in this morning with communion, communication is
again acknowledging oneness, common union, to communicate. Now communication is
being valued, to speak to the small ones, to ask of the small ones, what is going
on for them? To ask of the taller ones, what is going on for them? How do they
feel? This is seen to be now a value so there is an atmosphere that is being
created, an atmosphere of welcome.

1995-1203-270

Yes, you will find loving relationship in the days to come. It is already in motion.
It is already in process. The relationships will be seen differently than they are
now. It will be seen as quite possible and of value to be in love with more than
one person. Heresy to established society and yet it will be seen as most natural,
which it is, to find yourself in exalted expanded state of love with more than one
person.

1995-1203-271

So you will find that you have loving relationship with more than one of the other
design patterns and you will find yourself in love with ones who are activating the
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same design pattern of the body and it will be accepted, understood that it is
love.
1995-1203-272

Sexual?...

1995-1203-273

Yes. It will be seen that the sexual expression is expression of love the same as
you would prepare for a beloved one, a feast that you know that they enjoy. If
you know this one enjoys the spaghetti dinner you would make spaghetti dinner.
If you know that this one enjoys the sexual experience, you would say, "Come, let
us have that experience together", without the value judgment of society as it is
known now that says that the sexual experience is only for one and that it is
taboo to have it with more than one.

1995-1203-274

..what about the...?

1995-1203-275

This is a beautiful thing that is being brought forth now for many to look upon
and to see whether they will abide in judgment of others, abide in judgment of
the act of expressing love, to see whether the act truly was an act of love or if
it was only an act of sensation or an act of power. It has brought a time of great
opportunity to look with clarity and to see image, self-image, an image of others
and to allow completion.

1995-1203-276

The ones who are laying down the body through the avenue of the AIDS, as it is
called, are to be blessed for they are knowing completion. They are also offering
opportunity as the servant of the Father. Opportunity for the others to look upon
it and either to judge, to pity, to fear, to run from or to love. And much of loving
support is coming forth. Ones who are giving love in circumstances where they
would not have thought themselves possible to give that love and yet they are
finding that they are opening their hearts.

1995-1203-277

Whereas a year before that time they were so caught up in the business
ventures, the activities of the world that they would not have even given a
thought to loving a brother or a sister.

1995-1203-278

....expression of love for all people...

1995-1203-279

First of all, the epidemic is not confined just to the expression between same
design patterns, same sex as it is called. You have seen it already called forth
into all segments of population, but there has been a spotlighting, yes, upon the
sexual sharing within the same sex known as homosexual, yes, that has allowed
opportunity for all to look upon what was happening there and their own
judgments, their own limitations of judgment and to come beyond that to the
place of understanding of love.

1995-1203-280

Love between brother and brother, love between sister and sister is as of much as
same value as between male and female. It is what happens in the heart when
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the heart opens and cares for another one as one's self. Then the Christ is
remembered.
1995-1203-281

Now that is not what many of your religious organizations are teaching, there is
still yet much judgment, much of fear. But it is as you have discerned, changing.
There is a wave that will not be held back that is coming to understand and
accept that love however shared is love. Whether it is between same sex
partners as it is called, or between the male female which is what has been
looked upon with favor throughout many lifetimes because of the bringing forth of
the new generations, the new offspring. That is why it was looked upon with
value. That is why that value, that belief, that criticism, judgment of society has
been held.

1995-1203-282

....

1995-1203-283

Oh indeed it is not Reality -- with a capital "R". The capital "R" Reality is that
you are Love, that Love is and that is what you are. But you are seeing now many
opportunities for clarity and remembrance as to what love is.

1995-1203-284

....

1995-1203-285

This is true, yes. For indeed there is no restriction as to the awareness of the
Spirit that you are whether it is going to be expressed with the male design or
the female design of the body. In recent times, it has been seen to be allowed
that the female design, the one activating that form has been given more
allowance to bring up the emotions, the energy in motion, the feelings. But that is
changing.

1995-1203-286

There are many of the ones who have found themselves in a love relationship
known as homosexual who have found a gentleness within themselves that they
did not understand and did not feel could be expressed in society in the male
female relationship for many, many reasons, individual reasons. The reasons from
the backpack upon everyone's back.

1995-1203-287

So they have found that they were in a relationship with another of the same sex
and could bring out the gentle side because the relationship itself was seen to be
beyond the norm, so it gave a certain freedom. That has given impetus to the
wave that says, Love is.

1995-1203-288

....

1995-1203-289

There is an inclination yes, according to a certain agreement that this is a script
that they will play for themselves, for completion again of knowing what love is
and to be as, as it is now, a servant for others for the clarity of others. It is a
choice. It is an agreement and there is a certain inclination. It does not mean
that they will choose to play that script as we spoke earlier, there is always
room for improv.
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1995-1203-290

You will find more and more of the expression of love to be free between male
and female, female and female, male and male. More of the freedom of seeing the
Christ of each one and being in the energy, the expandedness of that energy of
love even as you meet one on a street corner and you exchange vibration of love
energy.

1995-1203-291

You will see more and more of that coming because already you have experienced
that. You have met ones and all of a sudden there has been a charge which you
have felt with that one. And you have had the inner dialogue that has said, "Oh
my goodness. What is this? I don't know this? I don't even know his name?"

1995-1203-292

But you do know them, right?

1995-1203-293

You do know them.

1995-1203-294

It's just the recognition?

1995-1203-295

Yes, very much so. An instant familiarity because of what you would say you
would call a lineage, a history of having shared many histories and there is an
instant knowing of that one. It may not be a conscious remembrance. That may
come as you desire to follow it along. There may come the pieces that you
acknowledge. Or it may be just one that you feel very much at home with and
you don't know why, but it is a home that you know from before time began and
you feel at home in each other's company. This is what you will come to know
more and more in loving relationship. Yes.

1995-1203-296

....

1995-1203-297

It is as we were speaking before of the intermingling of what you would call
dimensions and the intermingling of what you would call the parallel lives. The one
that you have now identified as an angel is truly an angel and did yes, come for a
very short time interval to exchange energy with you because you asked to be
reminded that you are unlimited, that you express throughout all dimensions, all
realities and so you said at a certain level, "Come and remind me. Give me a
charge. I want to expand," and so, they obliged and they as the angel that they
are, are not separate from you, it is you the expanded you, the expanded Self
calling upon you to come and remind you of the one that you are.

1995-1203-298

You will find that happening more and more. You will see one that will be an
angelic being. What you will term an angelic being for indeed that is what you
are and you will see them, you will exchange energy, a feeling, an exhilaration, a
tuning of the vibrations. You will maybe speak words with that one. They will
come and offer you just exactly the sentence that you need at that moment and
you will turn around to thank them and they will be gone. Off unto the crowd,
around the corner, somewhere gone and you will say, "Well, they were just here.
Did I imagine that?"
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1995-1203-299

Yes, you imagined this, but what is imagination? It is allowing the specific point of
focus to expand when you imagine. To take off the limitations that you have
agreed must be real and to play with unlimitedness. That is what imagination is.
So yes, you imagined them because you were willing in that moment to expand
what you believe reality to be. Imagination is wonderful.

1995-1203-300

....

1995-1203-301

There are no accidents. It is always a choice. It does not mean that that one has
known completion with the certain aspects that they decreed they would know
completion with. There are lifetimes when you have said, "Enough already. I've
had enough. I cannot face it." And you have laid down the body and then reactivated the process again. But you have completed certain aspects of
experience in that lifetime. It does not mean that you have faced all of the
issues.

1995-1203-302

....

1995-1203-303

Yes, there are times when you have opted out. You have said, "No, there is too
much fear in the knapsack. I just can't face it." And you have allowed the body
to be laid down. There are many scenarios that you have come and repeated over
and over. Many scenes of what would be termed violence and abuse and of
warfare. Many times when you have come and taken up the sword against a
brother and you have played that part with subtle changes until you came to the
time when you picked up the sword. You went into battle and the one who stood
before you, you recognized as your brother, as your Self, and you could not run
them through with the sword.

1995-1203-304

Many times you went and you stood as servant for another one to slice off the
head until they came to the part in their script where they were willing with the
nuance of change to look upon you and to behold with love, themselves. So yes,
the script gets played over and over but with subtlety of change.

1995-1203-305

....

1995-1203-306

Remember beloved one, that all of this is as the adventure of the holy Child. It is
experienced as you have the identification with the experience right then. If
there is belief that there are lifetimes and that there is left over energy, that
will come up later to be cleared, then that will be part of the reality of that
part of the adventure.

1995-1203-307

What we have spoken of in this evening have been concepts that are accepted in
this belief system. Concepts that serve the purpose of awakening. Concepts that
speak a language that knock upon the door of the holy Child's heart and say,
"Remember Home." What we have spoken of in this evening as concepts that are
as building blocks for that remembrance are not concepts that are held to have
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any credence in other realities. But they serve a purpose in this evening's
message. It does not mean that they are True -- with a capital "T". They are
true with a small "t", and they serve a grand purpose.
1995-1203-308

The Truth -- with a capital "T" -- is that you are forever the only creation of
our Father. You are Light, unlimited, unbounded forever expanding and forever
expressing. But you bring forth many adventures.

1995-1203-309

So there is a belief that says there are past lives and that there is energy from
those past lives, the knapsack that we spoke of this evening. There is a belief
that serves a purpose in the awakening and it is a reality that is most blessed
because it brings you to that point of remembering that you are the one who is
creating that reality and that in any moment you can move into what you would
see as a more unlimited dimension and even as you do that then you see that
there are no limitations to any dimensions, that you are beyond dimensions.

1995-1203-310

There seem to be more spirits hanging around. What is the deal with that?

1995-1203-311

You have much of company.

1995-1203-312

Yes, I know. I've had a lot of people....

1995-1203-313

Indeed it is often the one who lives a solitary life that tunes in more to the
companionship.

1995-1203-314

But I feel guilty about that. I feel like I should be sending them on the way.
That they are, you know they are not going where they need to go because
they are hanging around me.

1995-1203-315

They are the master the same as you. You do not have to feel that you have to
have a certain responsibility for them for sending them on their way. Who are
you to judge what their way is?

1995-1203-316

That's true.

1995-1203-317

Allow them to do their thing, to be with you. Express love, joy, humor with them
for that is why they are there.

1995-1203-318

.....

1995-1203-319

Only as there is a belief that there would be dark entities, no. Not in Truth,
beloved one. All if of the Light. There are not dark entities the same as there is
not a devil that will do you in. There are no dark entities except as there is a
belief that there could be something that would threaten the holy Child.
Something that would threaten the Light that you are.

1995-1203-320

....good and evil...?

1995-1203-321

Is that not a belief in the duality?

1995-1203-322

Yes.....
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1995-1203-323

But that still is based on the belief in separation, that there would be the
duality. In Truth there are yet unaccepted, unrecognized aspects of Self. Parallel
lives that you will call with that concept, that are wandering, that may be
focused upon what you would call vested interests in what they see in the limited
view of being their own interest in small self. Aspects of you as the one whole
Self, that are still expressing and experiencing limited understanding and limited
remembrance.

1995-1203-324

These aspects of you do not have power over you. They cannot hinder another
one's remembrance of the Light that they are. Except as this one, or you, or
anyone would say temporarily for it does not abide for all time, temporarily that
there could be power outside of you that would be threatening. It is only the
belief that holds you in a certain constricted expression.

1995-1203-325

There are not even what you would see and cause aspects of yourself that are
yet unawakened that can be as hindrances to you. There is no power outside of
yourself that is going to hinder me. That is why you are perfectly free in this
moment to declare that I am alive, awake, and the holy Child of my Father home
right now. There is nothing or no one to keep you from declaring, "I am Home
right now."

1995-1203-326

You do not have to go back and delve into the past and dig up all of the
experiences and heal them. That is an avenue yes, it serves ones who believe
there is yet a process. It serves a good purpose for there is a belief in process.
But it is not the Truth. The Truth is that you are Home already. You are Home
already. You are that Home within. You carry it with you always because you are
Home. You are not even at Home. You are Home.

1995-1203-327

So there is nothing or no one, no other energies, no other aspects of Self that can
keep you from declaring right now, "I am the awakened Child of my Father. I am
Home." That is why there is instantaneous healing, because you are already
whole.

1995-1203-328

But you may play with process. It serves a purpose. It serves a language that
many understand who believe that yet there must be certain things completed.
That is why we have talked about this evening of completion. There is a
generalized agreement that there is process, that there is time and within time
there is process. So it serves a purpose. But truly, verily everything is already
complete. It is only the adventure that is being lived and expressed and
experienced, lived through, for the fun of it. So if it is not fun, change it.

1995-1203-329

You may declare right now, beloved one, if you desire that you are complete with
all of the past lives, all of the hurts, all of the limitations, all of the abuse. So
called abuse for indeed there was much of holiness that happened as you see it
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with true vision. Not just the eyes that see through the vision of the world. But
holy vision.
1995-1203-330

You may declare right now that you are complete with all of that and there is no
one and no thing that will say to you that you are wrong about that and that you
must abide for the rest of this lifetime or even for another day in the
incompletion.

1995-1203-331

Is that true about my .....?

1995-1203-332

The fatigue beloved one, comes from resistance to allowing the joy and the
completion. When you truly say and this is coming quickly now for you, "The heck
with it all. I am complete. Dog gone I feel good." You will be as this one who is
beginning to feel much more freedom of the body. Much more flexibility. The body
awaits your acknowledgment of joy. The fatigue comes from the belief that there
must be yet much work to do and oh my goodness how tiring that is. The work is
already finished. You may take my word for it.

1995-1203-333

When you awaken in the morning say to yourself, "I am already complete. I am
Home. I will be joyous in this day. I will be the Child in this day." Allow yourself
to go forth freely in that day and do not judge the times when you slipped back
into the old way of thinking for indeed there will be vestiges yet, but they will
slip away quickly, especially if you do not judge them. You are complete already.
You have done what work you decreed was necessary. You do not even have to
abide with more of the working or with more of the fatigue that comes from the
belief that you must work more. It feels very heavy does it not?

1995-1203-334

You beloved one are Light. You are not heavy. You may take yourself Light-ly and
you will find that there is not so much fatigue in the body. Do what feels good
for the body. Allow yourself the freedom without judgment, to do what feels good
for the body. If it feels good to lie abed all of a day, all of a week, do it. You
will find that you get hungry and you want to get up and make a meal. So you
will not spend what you see as the twenty-four hours abed, but allow yourself
the freedom to sit out under a tree.

1995-1203-335

Now physically if you don't want to sit out under a tree in the cold, in the rain, in
the snow, you do not have to do it. Figuratively let yourself sit under a tree. Lie
abed. Imagine what it feels like to look up at the tree. Allow yourself that
freedom. Remember the freedom of the holy Child, for your Father does not say
that you must spend the rest of this lifetime making retribution for past sins.
Your Father does not know past sins. Your Father only knows your perfection as
His one creation and you are loved with an everlasting love. That you may take
Lightly.

1995-1203-336

.....
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1995-1203-337

Who would be to say that you have more sins to cleanse than the mate? More
work to do? More of the uphill climb? You are already at the top of the mountain.
You have climbed it and the view is good from there. You are complete as well.

1995-1203-338

.....

1995-1203-339

You are complete when you declare you are complete. There is no cosmic referee
that says, "Oh my goodness, you know, you've forgotten this one thing that
happened." That is not the Truth of your being. You are already complete from
before time began. If it brings you pleasure to work some more, then play with it,
go with it, play with it. There is much of joy and pleasure in the workshops and
the gatherings that you go to, but you do not need to go to them out of a sense
of need. You go to them because you want to. Because there is a gathering of
hearts that you desire to be with. Not because you still have need of something.
You are already perfect, you are already beautiful.

1995-1203-340

.....

1995-1203-341

There are many, many ways to teach. You teach by being. You teach by the
revelations that you acknowledge and that become your truth and your path to
that place where you say, "I am Home." So you do not have to be a healer with a
shingle that you hang out. You do not have to be a teacher that holds forth in a
group. You've done that many lifetimes. You know that well.

1995-1203-342

....

1995-1203-343

It can be, it can be most heavy and it can be with false responsibility where you
say, "I know what is good for you." You cannot know another one's path. You can
only share with another one as they ask, what have been the revelations that
have brought you to the place of joy and peace.

1995-1203-344

....

1995-1203-345

That is still the belief in separation. That is still the voice of the ego that would
say that there is something lacking, something imperfect yet.

1995-1203-346

....

1995-1203-347

Yes, very much so, because where would the idea come from that you can ascend?
That you can and are unlimited? It comes from a very deep remembrance that
you are already unlimited, that you are already ascended into that expanded one
Self.

1995-1203-348

....

1995-1203-349

But it is a way of remembering and integrating the wholeness that you knew in
other times of expressions, other lifetimes. Lifetimes that were the peak
experiences of knowing holiness through various methods of healing.

1995-1203-350

....
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1995-1203-351

{To a young child}

1995-1203-352

There has been a desire on my part to greet again this beautiful Child of the
Father. To share with this one the joy of the Father for indeed that is why this
one is come. To be companion of the heart once again. To be as the flame, the
redheaded flame, the amber flame of the Light to always live in joy. A truly
great master come once again. And now this truly great master needs his bed.

1995-1203-353

Thank you.

1995-1203-354

I would reach out and hug. {Hugging the child.}

1995-1203-355

And now beloved ones, do you feel the completeness of this evening? Do you feel
the love that has come forth? It is not because I have brought it and gifted it to
you. It is because you have been willing to give of yourself the great love that
you are and to allow the one heart to be experienced once again in this
gathering.

1995-1203-356

I honor you for the courage that you have decreed, you would be willing to come
and to manifest and to show forth once again in this belief system known as this
plane. I honor you for the courage and willingness that you now are decreeing
because you want to know the expanded one Self that you are.

1995-1203-357

This is a season of holiness. This is a season of great celebration as you come once
again to the remembrance of the holiness of you. Remembering and honoring and
birthing the Christ Child once again on this plane. Allow yourselves the reverence
and the exultations of the joy of that Child. Know that every step that you take
is a step of the Christ Child upon this plane and know that you go forth in
oneness with the Father. In love and in joy.

1995-1203-358

So be it.

